Ladakh; The Land of Snow Leopard

Region: The Land of high Passes; Ladakh
Altitude: 4090 mts/13415 ft
Duration: 13 Days
Season: November - March
Grade: Moderate - Challenging
Group size: 4 clients plus

Highlights of the trip
- High Passes, Monasteries, Palaces, Confluences, Snow clapped Mountains and many more.
- Low altitude trek with breath taking gorges, spacious views, rough mountains, Dazzling variation in scenery
- Snow Leopard, Blue Sheep, Wild Horse, Yak and birds
- Rare glimpses of an ancient culture of Ladakhis people.
- Nights in Hotel, Guest House and Home stay.

Introduction:
Ladakh; the land of High Passes stands at a height 4,600 meters in the outer Himalayas with its peaks, ranging from 5,800 to 7,600 meters forming the most striking feature of the area.

The snow leopard, or ounce, is truly a predator of the heights, one can spot snow leopard from November – March at Hemis national Park. Hemis National Park is a high altitude protected area created in year 1981 in the eastern part of the cold desert of Ladakh for the conservation and protection of its unique flora and fauna. It covers an area of 600 sq km in the Markha and Rumbak valleys.

The snow leopard is Ladakh’s most rare animal. Another one that is unique is the kyang or the wild horse; while at lower altitudes the musk deer too is a rare sight, precious by virtue of its expensive musk. Visitors are likely to spot many marmots, mouse hares, stone martens, red foxes, wolves, ibex, Bharal and shapu during the course of their journey but the habitat of the nyan (big horned sheep), chim (Tibetan antelope famed for its fleece- Shahtoosh), Goa (Tibetan gazelle), lynx, pallas cat, kyang (wild horse) and brong dong (wild yak) are still outside the tourists’ sphere.

The Park is full of dry forests of juniper, birch and fir are found in the park area. Also present are the alpine grasslands and scrublands. Various rare and endangered animal species found in the cold desert area are also housed in the Hemis National Park. Amongst these are the snow leopard, Tibetan wild or kiang, ibex, serow and Tibetan antelope. Amongst the avi fauna population found in the Hemis national park are the snow, snow partridge and golden oriole.

Day by day Schedule

Day 01: Delhi - Leh (11,500 ft)
In the morning catch a flight for Leh. On arrival at Leh met our representative and transfer to hotel for rest. This is necessary for the acclimatisation. In the evening our expert will brief about the whole trip followed by welcome dinner. Overnight stay at Hotel.

**Day 02: Leh** (the day is free to explore the local market)

Today we will explore the Leh local market. It is full of small lanes with hidden treasures – take the time to explore. Overnight stay in the hotel.

**Day 03: Leh Local sight seeing**

In the morning after breakfast we will take a guided walking tour of Leh Palace, Victory Peak, the old quarter and offices (a local conservation organization). Overnight stay at Hotel.

**Day 04: Leh – Phey – Hemis National Park (12400 ft)**

In the morning after breakfast we will drive to Phey and from here our trek will start along the Indus River gorge, a dramatic entry to Hemis National Park. On arrival set out camp for overnight stay at the park. Dinner & overnight at tent.

**Day 05: Hemis National Park**

In the morning after breakfast we will trek to viewing wildlife with our expert. The Hemis National Park is home to blue sheep, argali (a large horned sheep), numerous mountain and migratory birds, as well as an occasional Tibetan wolf. You are likely to see sign of snow leopard as winter is the time that they descend to lower elevations. Dinner and overnight in tent.

**Day 06 to 11: Wildlife Viewing, Visit Villages and Home stays**

From day 06 to day 11 we will trek to nearby sites where snow leopard may have been sighted recently. Visit neighboring villages, and experience a home-stay. Home stay hosts have been trained in hospitality and are members of a community conservation effort to conserve the endangered snow leopard. At home stay you will feel the culture of the Ladakhi people.

**Day 12: Trek to Zingchen – Leh**

In the morning after breakfast we will trek to Zingchan and from here drive to Leh. Dinner and overnight at hotel.

**Day 13: Leh – Delhi**

Early in the morning transfer to airport and from here catch a flight for Delhi.

*Trip & services Ends Here*

**COST OF THE TRIP**

**INR 38500 per person** (For Indian Nation)

**USD 975 per person** (For Foreign Nation)

*3.09% service tax extra*

**COST INCLUDES**

- **Accommodation:** In Leh hotel/Guest house on twin/double sharing basis. Guest house/Tents/home stays according to itinerary with all meal.
- **Transport:** Airport transfer, Drop and pick up for the trek point and also all sight seeing at Leh by Toyota Qualis/Tata Sumo.
- **Meals:** All meal will be provided at Leh. Meal will freshly prepare and will be a mix of Indian, Chinese, Ladakhi & Continental.
- **Mules/Porters:** For carrying camping equipment, rations, vegetables and some amount of personal gear of the clients (one bag not weighing more than 15 kgs).
- **Camping Equipment:** Like Tents, Carry mat, kitchen tent, stool, table etc.
• **Professional Local expert for the viewing snow leopard & Cook** would accompany the group.

• **Professional driver for the entire trip**

**COST DOES NOT INCLUDE**

• Air fare,
• Any charges for carrying still/video cameras etc.
• Alcohol, soft drinks, bottled water, beverages, etc.
• Personal expenses like tips, telephone calls, laundry, etc.
• Any meals/services not mentioned above
• Any costs arising out of unforeseen circumstances like landslides, road blocks, bad weather, etc.
• Travel insurance